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Notes

NOTE: Please consider using a Free Software PDF reader to view the PDFs on this page. Thank you.

NOTE: This document was created using the rmarkdown package [https://rmarkdown.rstudio.com/] version 2.25
in R [https://www.r-project.org/] version 4.3.3 on the Trisquel [https://trisquel.info/] version 9.0 GNU/Linux
[https://www.gnu.org/gnu/why-gnu-linux.html] distribution. You can find Irucka’s contributions to the R Community
at https://gitlab.com/iembry [GitLab projects] & https://www.ecoccs.com/rtraining.html {R Trainings and Resources
provided by EcoC2S (Irucka Embry, EIT)].

NOTE: Please also refer to the following information:

https://www.questionuniverse.com/rethink-current-crisis.html#cov_test
“Coronavirus” Test$

https://www.questionuniverse.com/rethink-current-crisis.html#ab_test
Antibody Test$

https://www.questionuniverse.com/rethink.html#pcr
Testing to increase control, fear, and profit$

https://www.questionuniverse.com/rethink-current-crisis.html#virus-proof
Questioning theUniverse Publishing (QUP) {Irucka Embry]: Resources to help us rethink the current crisis (in perception):
No Proof of the Existence of the “Coronavirus” (or any other “virus” for that matter}
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NOTE: These are the other jewels of knowledge in this series of documents:

https://www.questionuniverse.com/oldway/electromagnetic-air-pollution.html
Electromagnetic Waves as an Indoor Air Pollutant

https://www.questionuniverse.com/oldway/electromagnetic-air-pollutions.pdf
Electromagnetic Waves as an Indoor Air Pollutant

https://www.questionuniverse.com/germs-disease-fraud.html
Germs Can Not & Do Not Cause Dis-ease: The “germ theory of disease causation” is a Fraud

https://www.questionuniverse.com/germs-disease-fraudD.pdf
Germs Can Not & Do Not Cause Dis-ease: The “germ theory of disease causation” is a Fraud

https://www.questionuniverse.com/vaccination.html
COVID-19 Vaccination/Experimental Gene Therapy & What You Are Not Being Told (This is Just the “Tip of the
Iceberg”)

https://www.questionuniverse.com/vaccinationN.pdf
COVID-19 Vaccination/Experimental Gene Therapy & What You Are Not Being Told (This is Just the “Tip of the
Iceberg”)

https://www.questionuniverse.com/face-hiding.html
Face Hiding For No Legitimate Reason (No “Coronavirus” Has Been Proven to Exist}

https://www.questionuniverse.com/face-hidingG.pdf
Face Hiding For No Legitimate Reason (No “Coronavirus” Has Been Proven to Exist}

https://www.questionuniverse.com/global.html
What You Are Not Being Told (This is Just the “Tip of the Iceberg”)

https://www.questionuniverse.com/globals.pdf
What You Are Not Being Told (This is Just the “Tip of the Iceberg”)

Introduction

I created this brief document to provide some resources that will hopefully allow people to see the greater agenda that is
(and has been) afoot for quite some time now. As the title suggests, the information here is only the “tip of the iceberg”.
There is a whole lot more that is going on in the shadows.

This information is not fully discussed (or discussed at all) by the “corporament”.

In the USA, the “corporament” exists as the:

military (defense/offense) + industrial + academic (schooling — at all levels — as prison) + “corporament”
entertainment (Hollywood, media, advertising/consumerism/commercialization, propaganda/psychological
warfare) + judicial (defense and prosecutorial lawyers, judges, law enforcement/police, prisons) + finan-
cial (banks, accounting firms) + religion + petrochemical/pharmaceutical (drugs, antibiotics, antibacterials,
vaccines, pesticides — toxins to kill or put you at “dis-ease” and drugs to “treat” you) + imperial commu-
soci-capitofasdemorepubcracism system/society/economy/Western thinking =Military-industrial-academic-
“corporament” entertainment-judicial-financial-religion-petrochemical/pharmaceutical complex.
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Commu-soci-capitofasdemorepubcracism is derived from communism, socialism, capitalism, fascism,
democracy, and republic as these concepts all have the same root. The complex was originally defined
in the aforementioned article [https://www.utdailybeacon.com/opinion/our-government-can-not-be-
trusted/article_81932d59-0861-5647-87b2-901d4d5cabd8.html | Our government can not be trusted by
Irucka Ajani Embry, Monday, 26 August 2002, The Daily Beacon. Also, the article can be found by
searching at https://www.questionuniverse.com/oldway/columns.html.], but it has been recently revised to
reflect a new understanding of the complex’s nature.

–Irucka Ajani Embry, piece entitled: “Attack of the …”, pages 103-104, from Balancing the Rift: ReCONNECTualizing
the Pasenture, ISBN-13: 978-0-9914994-0-3 / ISBN-10: 0-9914994-0-9

Also, I am enclosing resources that will enable us, globally, to unite together as Human Beings, the Human Race, and
regain our freedom& power from the global elites that think that they control us because we have allowed them to develop
that false conclusion.

It’s past time for the Human Race To Get Off Our Knees [seeHuman Race Get Off Your Knees: The Lion Sleeps No More
By David Icke — https://shop.davidicke.com}

We are All Infinite Love/Infinite Consciousness having an Experience as … [see Remember Who You Are: Remember
‘Where’ You Are and Where You ‘Come’ from: Remember … By David Icke — https://shop.davidicke.com}

Thank you.

Irucka Ajani Embry

The text written by Irucka Ajani Embry, unless under a different license, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-
NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License.

Useful Quote About the PCR Tests

• “Test performance can be affected because the epidemiology and clinical spectrum of infection caused
by 2019-nCoV is not fully known. For example, clinicians and laboratories may not know the optimum
types of specimens to collect, and, during the course of infection, when these specimens are most likely
to contain levels of viral RNA that can be readily detected.

• “Detection of viral RNA may not indicate the presence of infectious virus or that 2019-nCoV is the
causative agent for clinical symptoms.

• “The performance of this test has not been established for monitoring treatment of 2019-nCoV infec-
tion.

• “The performance of this test has not been established for screening of blood or blood products for the
presence of 2019-nCoV.

• “This test cannot rule out diseases caused by other bacterial or viral pathogens.

“The analytical sensitivity of the rRT-PCR assays contained in the CDC 2019 Novel Coronavirus (2019-
nCoV) Real-Time RT-PCR Diagnostic Panel were determined in Limit of Detection studies. Since no
quantified virus isolates of the 2019-nCoV were available for CDC use at the time the test was devel-
oped and this study conducted, assays designed for detection of the 2019-nCoV RNA were tested with
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characterized stocks of in vitro transcribed full length RNA (N gene; GenBank accession: MN908947.2)
of known titer (RNA copies/μL) spiked into a diluent consisting of a suspension of human A549 cells and
viral transport medium (VTM) to mimic clinical specimen. Samples were extracted using the QIAGEN EZ1
Advanced XL instrument and EZ1 DSP Virus Kit (Cat# 62724) and manually with the QIAGEN DSP Viral
RNAMini Kit (Cat# 61904). Real-Time RT-PCR assays were performed using the Thermo Fisher Scientific
TaqPathTM 1-Step RT-qPCR Master Mix, CG (Cat# A15299) on the Applied BiosystemsTM 7500 Fast
Dx Real-Time PCR Instrument according to the CDC 2019-nCoV Real-Time RT-PCR Diagnostic Panel
instructions for use. [my emphasis]

“In response to strong demand for higher throughput testing approaches as well as a global shortage of nucleic
acid extraction reagents causing significant delays in testing, the CDC has evaluated specimen pooling and
determined that pooling of up to 4 specimens is suitable for use with the 2019-nCoV Real-Time RT-PCR
Diagnostic Panel.

“Specimen pooling may cause a slight reduction in test sensitivity and therefore may be most appropriate for
screening or diagnostic testing when laboratory staff, equipment or reagents are insufficient to accommodate
testing demand. Specimen pooling only presents a throughput advantage when the disease prevalence is
low. Therefore, laboratories should monitor specimen positivity rates over time to determine if pooling of
specimens continues to provide a test throughput advantage over individual specimen testing.

“While this procedure describes the process to prepare, process and test a pool size of up to 4 specimens,
specimen pool sizes from 2-4 are authorized for use with the CDC 2019-nCoV Real-Time RT-PCR Diag-
nostic Panel. When using a pool size of less than 4 specimens, please use the following instructions as a
model. Pooled specimen input volume and the pooled specimen to lysis buffer volume ratios must remain
as prescribed below (not a lower proportion of lysis buffer) to ensure inactivation of SARS-CoV-2 in pa-
tient specimens. An N-pool specimen approach should include equal volumes of each of the N specimens
pooled together to create the total pooled specimen input volume required under the below pooled specimen
extraction instructions.”

–CDC2019-Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV) Real-TimeRT-PCRDiagnostic Panel For EmergencyUseOnly Instructions
for Use Catalog # 2019-nCoVEUA-01 1000 reactions For In-vitro Diagnostic (IVD) Use Rx Only, Effective 07/21/2021;
pages 38, 40, and 58; https://www.fda.gov/media/134922/download

Useful Quote About the HIV Antibodies

“I did computer searches. Neither Montagnier, Gallo, nor anyone else had published papers describing
experiments which led to the conclusion that H.I.V. probably caused AIDS. I read the papers in Science for
which they had become well known as AIDS doctors, but all they had said there was that they had found
evidence of a past infection by something which was probably H.I.V. in some AIDS patients. They found
antibodies. Antibodies to viruses had always been considered evidence of past disease, not present disease.
Antibodies signaled that the virus had been defeated. The patient had saved himself. There was no indication
in these papers that this virus caused a disease. They didn’t show that everybody with the antibodies had the
disease. In fact they found some healthy people with antibodies.” [my emphasis]

–Kary Mullis, The Medical Establishment vs. The Truth Book Excerpt, Penthouse Sept. 1998 [https://virusmyth.com/
aids/hiv/kmdancing.htm]
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2013 E-mail to Tommy and Trisha Morrison from Kary Mullis

“Dear Tommy (and Trisha),

“A number of diseases are detected by the fact that using two sequences known to be contained in the
DNA/RNA of some organism and running a PCR reaction, containing that DNA, a fragment of a known
size predictable from the sequence of that organism will be produced. Further evidence (and much more
credible) for the presence of that particular organism can be obtained by sequencing the fragment so obtained.
An intermediate level of confidence can be obtained by so-called hybridization of the obtained fragment with
a known sequence standard.

“Most diseases can be diagnosed with some independent measure not related to DNA, but over the years
DNA evidence has become a well-trusted method, and the mere presence of HIV DNA sequences in your
blood is sufficient cause for most physicians to pronounce that you have AIDS and treat you for it. (You can
have your prostate gland surgically removed based on higher than expected levels of prostate hormone, but
I wouldn’t recommend it without collaborative evidence of rampant prostate cancer.)

“The issue of assigning meaning to the evidence of HIV sequences in people is in my opinion the real
outstanding issue, and my opinion is that there is insufficient evidence to conclude that such sequences are
dangerous enough to the person (if at all) to justify a treatment that may very well be.

“I have made myself clear on this issue for years. If I were to discover something which would make me
think otherwise, I would feel honor-bound to make that very public.

“Sadly anybody who can read and really wants to know about the issue of AIDS can read about it forever
and still not know much about it as it is a highly contested issue and the financial consequences are immense.
There are a large number of such issues in the world. Welcome to Earth.

“PCR detects a very small segment of the nucleic acid which is part of the virus itself. The specific fragment
detected is determined by the somewhat arbitrary choice of DNA primers used which become the ends of
the amplified fragment (not virus isolation). They have to be in the sequence for it to be amplified in the first
place, but they can be rather a small part of the total sequence. (Two to three hundred nucleotides is usually
chosen out of several thousand in the total retrovirus). When incorporated in a cell the virus exists as DNA,
when it is released from the cell in its infectious form it is RNA; which can be converted easily into DNA in
the cell or in vitro for purposes of amplification. There are many sequence variations among the sequences
called HIV. Any one of them can get you classed as what they consider HIV positive. And due to the tiny
amounts of nucleic acid detectable after many cycles of PCR amplification (after 30 cycles one copy will get
you about a billion copies) the test is super sensitive. Antibodies are detected by a non-PCR test called an
EIisa. Elisa testing is not so specific as PCR as there are many antibodies not specific to HIV which may
cross-react in this test. If a sequence amplifies with primers designed to HIV, it is HIV by definition. In order
to amplify and produce a fragment of approximately the correct size the original sequence must hybridize
with the primers, and therefore it must be at least a very close match (at least at the primer sites) to what has
been defined as HIV. (now called HIV-AIDS in case there are any skeptics).”

–Kary Mullis, Date: Tue, May 7, 2013 4:44 pm, http://fourwinds10.com/siterun_data/health/disease/news.php?q=
1385227884
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Troubling Questions About the Scientific Validity of the Test$

1) Was the PCR (polymerase chain reaction) test created to diagnose “dis-ease”? If not, then why is it being used to
attempt to diagnose “dis-ease”?

2) Has any “health” authority in the world been successful at isolating the “SARS-CoV-2 virus” (“coronavirus”) from
“patient-zero” in Wuhan, China? If not, then why not? [1]

3) Has that isolated “virus” been used in the production of all of the “COVID-19” “dis-ease”-confirming tests? If not,
then why not? If not, then what genetic material, if any, is being used in the test kits? [2]

4) If the SARS-CoV-2 “virus” has yet to be properly isolated, what genetic material is being used in the (RT)-PCR
tests & the antibody tests {a protein is created in a response to what genetic material]?

5) Which primer(s) are being used with the specific (RT)-PCR test that was used on you?

6) How many cycles were used in the specific (RT)-PCR test that was used on you?

7) What does a positive and/or negative (RT)-PCR test actually mean since there is no isolated and then purified
SARS-CoV-2 “virus” to detect in you?

8) Which antibodies are to be identified with the specific antibody test that was used on you?

9) What does a positive and/or negative antibody test actually mean since the whole idea of antibodies is derived from
the fraudulent “germ theory of disease causation”? [3]

10) Are the test$ a back-door method of vaccinating unsuspecting people? If so, is that ethical? If so, is that legal? If
so, then who is legally liable for any adverse reactions from this method of vaccination? [4]

11) Who is legally liable for any adverse reactions from any of the tests?

12) Who is legally liable for our DNA after it is processed & possibly sold to third-parties?

13) Why is the DNA of all Human Beings & all other Biological Life wanted? What is the ultimate end game of having
everyone’s genetic material?

14) Why was a sample of the following items positively confirmed as “COVID-19” positive via the PCR test for the
not-ever isolated nor purified “SARS-CoV-2 virus” (“coronavirus”): a) a goat, b) a papaya, c) a quail, and d) a can
of Coca-Cola? [5]

15) How much money has been made by supplying the world with fraudulent test$ (there is not “virus” to detect) that
have occult agendas? [6]

16) Why aren’t more people all around the world asking these & other questions?

Kary Mullis and Antibody & PCR Test$

https://web.archive.org/web/20200110115958/http://aidswiki.net/index.php?title=Document:Farber_interviews_
Mullis
Internet Archive: Wayback Machine: Interview with Kary Mullis by Celia Farber, July 1994, Spin magazine

http://fourwinds10.com/siterun_data/health/disease/news.php?q=1385227884
Four Winds 10: Tommy Morrison’s wife exposes the truth behind his death not being hiv-related or AIDS
Posted by The Unhived Mind [UHM], Nov 22, 2013. Also archived at https://archive.vn/gkjsG
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https://yewtu.be/watch?v=Nem2GmzalaA
Kary Mullis, Cancel Culture and Covid 19
Uploaded by Dr. Sam Bailey on Feb 23, 2021 (YouTube video)

https://whatreallymakesyouill.com/antibodies-immunity-dispelling-two-more-myths/
What Really Makes You Ill: Antibodies & Immunity: Dispelling Two More Myths
By Dawn Lester, 5th October 2020

https://truthseeker.se/abstruse-antibody-test/
Abstruse Antibody Test
By Jorg Berg, translated by Corona Investigative, October 22, 2020

https://www.bmj.com/content/369/bmj.m2420/rr-5
The BMJ: Re: Rapid roll out of SARS-CoV-2 antibody testing—a concern
By Janet Menage, 26 June 2020

https://www.rcreader.com/commentary/questioning-unreliable-pcr-testing-is-hardly-trivial
Questioning Unreliable PCR Testing Is Hardly Trivial
By Kathleen McCarthy, 09 Dec 2020, River Cities’ Reader

https://uncoverdc.com/2020/04/07/was-the-covid-19-test-meant-to-detect-a-virus/
UncoverDC: Was the COVID-19 Test Meant to Detect a Virus?
By Celia Farber, April 7, 2020

https://www.oralhealthgroup.com/features/the-problems-with-the-covid-19-test-a-necessary-understanding/
Oral Health Group: The Problems with the COVID-19 Test: A Necessary Understanding
by John Hardie, BDS, MSc, PhD, FRCDC, February 8, 2021

https://www.globalresearch.ca/delta-variants-pcr-tests-cognitive-dissonance/5752871
Delta Variants, PCR Tests, Isolation of the Virus: A Deliberate Worldwide Operation in “Cognitive Dissonance”
By F. William Engdahl, Global Research, August 12, 2021

https://www.oregoniansformedicalfreedom.com/2020/12/pcr-tests-unraveled/
Oregonians for Medical Freedom: PCR Tests Unraveled, Dec 10, 2020

Primers for the [RT]-PCR Test$

https://brandnewtube.com/watch/big-story-please-share-039-virus-039-test-revelations-with-david-icke-and-andrew-
kaufman_x8spYRwlgt3t4mf.html
BIG STORY - PLEASE SHARE ‘Virus’ test revelations with David Icke and Andrew Kaufman [Brand New Tube video]

So What’s in a Test (Magnetic Beads, Nanotechnology, {DARPA-Funded] Hy-
drogels, etc.]? Does any Test give you an unrequested gift [in the form of mag-
netic (bio}nanotechnology?] in return for a sample of your personal DNA?

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/368334265_Magnetic_hydrogel_particles_improve_nanopore_sequencing_
of_SARS-CoV-2_and_other_respiratory_viruses
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ResearchGate: Magnetic hydrogel particles improve nanopore sequencing of SARS-CoV-2 and other respiratory viruses
By P. Andersen, Stephanie Barksdale, R.A. Barclay, B. Lepene, et. al., Scientific Reports, February 2023, 13(1)

https://www.amsbio.com/covid-19/
AMSBIO: SARS-CoV-2 andCOVID-19: Tools to kick-start your coronavirus research. TheWeb page is archived through
the Internet Archive Wayback Machine at https://web.archive.org/web/*/https://www.amsbio.com/covid-19/

https://www.amsbio.com/sars-cov-2-magnetic-beads-plates/
SARS-CoV-2 Magnetic Beads and Plates: Capture and quantify anti-SARS-CoV-2 antibodies and ACE2. The Web page
is archived through the Internet Archive Wayback Machine at https://web.archive.org/web/*/https://www.amsbio.com/
sars-cov-2-magnetic-beads-plates/

https://www.thermofisher.com/order/catalog/product/10700D#/10700D
Thermo Fisher Scientific: Dynabeads™ Intact Virus Enrichment (optimized for SARS-CoV-2): Catalog number:
10700D. Also archived at https://archive.ph/om1u1

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acssensors.0c02544
Magnetic Bead-Based Immunoassay Allows Rapid, Inexpensive, and Quantitative Detection of Human SARS-CoV-2
Antibodies
By Huergo, Luciano F., Selim, Khaled A., Conzentino, Marcelo S., Gerhardt, Edileusa C. M., Santos, Adrian R. S.,
Wagner, Berenike, Alford, Janette T., Deobald, Nelli, Pedrosa, Fabio O., de Souza, Emanuel M., Nogueira, Meri B.,
Raboni, SôniaM., Souto, Dênio, Rego, Fabiane G.M., Zanette, Dalila L., Aoki, Mateus N., Nardin, JeanineM., Fornazari,
Bruna, Morales, Hugo M. P., Borges, Vânia A., Nelde, Annika, Walz, Juliane S., Becker, Matthias, Schneiderhan-Marra,
Nicole, Rothbauer, Ulrich, Reis, Rodrigo A., and Forchhammer, Karl, ACS Sensors, 2021/03/26. Also archived at https:
//archive.ph/ZB6PD

https://www.nanowerk.com/nanotechnology-news2/newsid=54893.php
Nanotechnology and Emerging Technologies News from Nanowerk: Producing iron oxide nanoparticles for 150,000
COVID-19 tests per week, Apr 08, 2020. Also archived at https://archive.ph/Qhk7J

https://www.nanowerk.com/nanotechnology-news2/newsid=57247.php
Nanotechnology and Emerging Technologies News from Nanowerk: New rapid test uses magnetic nanoparticles to detect
coronavirus antibodies, Feb 09, 2021. Also archived at https://archive.ph/xWDNe

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-021-21121-7
Rapid electrochemical detection of coronavirus SARS-CoV-2
By Chaibun, T., Puenpa, J., Ngamdee, T. et al. Nat Commun 12, 802 (2021). Also archived at https://archive.ph/UKIeR

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-020-78771-8
Hydrogel particles improve detection of SARS-CoV-2 RNA from multiple sample types
By Barclay, R.A., Akhrymuk, I., Patnaik, A. et al. Sci Rep 10, 22425 (2020). Also archived at https://archive.ph/p4j2L

https://principia-scientific.com/are-pcr-tests-secret-vaccines/
Principia Scientific International: Are PCR Tests Secret Vaccines?
Written by John O’Sullivan, Published on December 2, 2020

https://everydayconcerned.net/toxins-in-covid-vaccines-masks-swabs/
The EveryDay Concerned Citizen: Toxins Found in COVID Vaccines, Masks, Swabs: Compilation of Articles
Updated by Ramola D, Posted on August 13, 2021

https://ambassadorlove.wordpress.com/2021/04/07/masks-and-covid-tests-contain-nanotech-vaccines-without-
informed-consent/
Masks And Covid Tests Contain Nanotech Vaccines Without Informed Consent
By Dr. Ariyana Love, April 7, 2021
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